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Monitoring vendors consider  
mining for intelligence across 
their customer bases 
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While vendors in sectors like BPM and storage hardware are already mining customer data to inform patterns and dis-
cover best practices, vendors across application and infrastructure performance monitoring are just dipping their toes 
into the water. 
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The ability to analyze data across customers in order to inform their offerings is emerging as a poten-
tially significant differentiator between monitoring vendors that have SaaS deployment offerings and 
those that don’t. While some vendors pursue this opportunity, others are waiting on the sidelines, 
uncertain about privacy implications.

T H E  4 5 1  TA K E
While vendors in sectors like BPM and storage hardware are analyzing data across customers in order 
to identify best practices, it’s a relatively new concept in performance monitoring, where some vendors 
are disadvantaged and others are reluctant to pursue the opportunity. We acknowledge that privacy 
concerns can be a hurdle, but not an insurmountable one. We also note that the vendors employing a 
SaaS delivery model are positioned to build features around this technique, while those selling soft-
ware that customers deploy on-premises are disadvantaged. While it’s still early in terms of develop-
ment of features, and thus uncertain how successful vendors will be at offering strong utility, we ap-
preciate the potential of this approach. We envision capabilities that ultimately may drive significant 
performance improvements and speed incident resolution for businesses that embrace the offerings.

A couple of years back, we started hearing SaaS monitoring vendors talk about applying their newly developed 
machine learning algorithms across all of the data they collect on behalf of customers, in order to establish best 
practices and trends that could be shared back to customers or otherwise inform product direction. The analytics 
are done across an anonymized data set such that trends and patterns aren’t tied to individual customers.

The concept is not unique, with vendors in other sectors embracing this practice. Some BPM vendors are mining 
the data they collect to extract intelligence, such as automation patterns, and expose it to their customer bases. 
Some hardware vendors similarly analyze performance data in support of customers. NetApp’s ActiveIQ, for in-
stance, uses machine learning algorithms to compare workloads running on systems similar to those used by 
individual customers in order to offer recommendations about improving storage efficiencies.

There are many potential benefits across the application and infrastructure monitoring sector, and we’re seeing 
this practice begin to be embraced. For instance, incident management tools have the potential to add particular 
utility, where providers can present individual users with insight about how their peers at other companies may 
have responded to a similar problem.

There are interesting applications in other parts of the monitoring toolchain, as well. Epsagon, a startup targeting 
serverless monitoring, hopes to be able to make recommendations to individual customers about application 
architecture based on analysis it does across its customer base.

While most of these capabilities are just emerging, we think they hold promise in guiding businesses toward 
industry best practices that can help them drive top performance from their applications and respond quicker 
when incidents arise. We also note that the ability to deliver this kind of insight largely relies on whether the ven-
dor delivers its offering via a SaaS model, since vendors with offerings that are deployed on a customer’s premises 
typically wouldn’t be able to analyze their customers’ data.

While we are hearing from increasingly more vendors that are investing in this capability, we’ve also heard from 
some that are cautiously waiting on the sidelines. These vendors tend to primarily serve large and traditional en-
terprises in industries with strict privacy requirements, and in many cases aren’t embracing a host of relatively new 
technologies, like cloud, in meaningful ways. We’ve heard from some such vendors that don’t appear to have in-
vestigated the possibility of delivering this capability, and that suggest that they would require a complicated ap-
proval process from customers in order to do so. In part, given that vendors in other sectors, including those serv-
ing large and conservative enterprises, are doing this type of analytics, we think privacy considerations shouldn’t 
serve as a gating factor.
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These are some of the vendors we’ve heard talk about enabling this capability (this list is not exhaustive):

E P SA G O N
Epsagon, which specializes in monitoring deployments that use AWS Lambda, is a young company that is ramp-
ing up its customer base. As it gathers more insight into its customer deployments, it hopes to be able to make 
recommendations about application design. For instance, by analyzing performance across its customer base, Ep-
sagon could recommend to individual customers services that best meet the needs of their application based on 
geography, the offerings of cloud vendors or latency requirements. Alternatively, Epsagon could notify users that, 
for instance, AWS DynamoDB is performing poorly for other customers with similar use cases, and recommend a 
change that might improve performance. This vision has yet to be delivered by Epsagon.

LO G Z . I O
From the start, Logz.io has argued that doing anomaly detection against an individual customer’s logs often 
doesn’t surface particularly interesting insight because of the many kinds of logs and permutations that users 
collect. Instead, Logz.io analyzes the data it collects for customers, as well as targeted online sources, to determine 
what engineers search for when a certain kind of problem develops and what they set alerts on. That insight in-
forms Logz.io’s structural database of known issues, which it uses to guide individual users to common ways to 
identify the source of their problem. Logz.io also uses supervised machine learning, inviting customers to delete, 
upvote or downvote recommendations to help train its models.

N E W  R E L I C
Best known for its APM offering, New Relic appears to be still fine-tuning Radar, the product it is developing to har-
ness machine learning technology (initially known as Project Seymour). When New Relic first revealed the project, 
it said that it was building a suite of algorithms based on individual customer patterns, as well as user patterns it 
could collect by looking at anonymous user data across its customer base. New Relic introduced the concept of 
Project Seymour in 2016, with the early version of Radar coming out in 2017.

PA G E R D U T Y
PagerDuty is just beginning to explore ways that it can leverage the information it might get from customers. Its 
recently announced Analytics product will offer users a dashboard designed around best practices for analyzing 
incident-response team performance. To offer that insight, PagerDuty analyzes anonymized data from customers 
to develop benchmarks that PagerDuty uses to define metrics that it collects for customers to deliver insight into 
their incident-response operations. Analytics is not yet generally available.

S U M O  LO G I C
Sumo Logic has been talking about surfacing insight about customer trends for a couple of years now, and has 
just begun delivering on its vision. Its initial deliverable is called Community Insights, a dashboard where custom-
ers will be able to view benchmarks of their peers about things like performance and choosing the right cloud 
service for particular workloads. Sumo has a few data scientists dedicated to further developing these capabilities, 
notably in ways that won’t require customers to consult a dashboard to discover industry benchmarks, but instead 
will proactively surface insight to customers. Sumo envisions some particularly interesting security features that 
might, for instance, alert users that are experiencing a security event in a different way than their peers.

Z E N O S S
When Zenoss recently began investing in updating its platform, including the development of a SaaS delivery 
option, it recognized that one potential benefit would be the ability to analyze data across its customer base to in-
form its models. Given that it has a user base of service providers and enterprises, it also plans to provide machine 
learning across tenants so that these customers can do analysis of operations data across their own customers. 
These capabilities are to come; Zenoss announced its new SaaS platform earlier this year.

We’ve heard from a couple of other vendors that are also investing in this capability, and expect more develop-
ment as they mature their analytics capabilities and, in some cases, win new customers in order to grow the base 
of data to analyze.


